Abstract -This paper presents an analysis of a flat slotted waveguide by the spectral domain method finalized by a complex root search procedure. Matching of fields from bounded and unbounded regions at the common interface is explained and applied to satisfy the boundary conditions in the spectral domain. New theoretical findings are reported, and the dispersion characteristics of particular modes are shown and discussed with regard to their potential application. The different behaviour of the odd and even modes is pointed out. Their affinity to the modes in a standard rectangular waveguide is noted. A hint is given of a modification of the line cross-section resulting in the propagation of a bound mode besides the propagation of the space leaky modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Printed circuits are very popular and have extensive applications in mw and mmw technology. Planar transmission lines are a significant integral part of printed circuits. Many planar transmission lines have therefore been thoroughly analyzed for a long time. Planar or uniplanar lines are mostly open, being a counterpart to closed, or shielded lines. Open transmission lines leak power in some frequency band. We successively investigated the slotline, the conductor-backed slotline, the inverted conductor-backed slotline, the coplanar waveguide and the conductor-backed coplanar waveguide in order to find a line leaking power only in the half-space. However, all of them exhibit not only the required leakage into the space, but also undesirable leakage into the substrate. Multilayered or stacked substrates and vias for suppressing leakage into the substrate are less well fabricated in practice. Based on our experiments and our theoretical analysis of many planar low profile transmission lines we concluded that a transmission line suitable for the design of a planar leaky wave antenna must have a substrate of finite width and thickness, shielded on the side and bottom walls and carrying a longitudinal slot on the top. Low cross-section height is an important feature determining the method of analysis.
On the other hand, traveling wave slot antennas made of waveguides were designed, investigated and measured fifty years ago [1] - [2] . However, the concept of their analysis was based on methods used in classic waveguide techniques. The height of the waveguide was greater, comparable with its width. Our approach removes this limitation and is valid for both low and high profile transmission lines. This paper presents an analysis of a flat waveguide with a longitudinal slot, reports new theoretical findings, illustrates characteristics of the line and predicts its applicability. The line is analyzed by the spectral domain approach with a complex root searching procedure.
II. DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LINE
A conductor-backed slotline with a finitely wide substrate metallized also on its side walls is the subject of our interest. The cross-section of the line with its proportions and co-ordinates is shown in Fig. 1 . Generally, ε r1 ≠ε r2 and ε r2 >1. When b is substantially greater than h we have a flat waveguide with a slot cut in the waveguide wall parallel to its longitudinal axis. In order to judge the line behaviour, its complete dispersion characteristics are needed. We analyzed the line by the method of moments in the spectral domain applying Galerkin's procedure terminated by complex root searching. We assumed zero thickness of the top metallization, a lossless line, its uniformity in the z-direction and exp(-jγ z z) dependence. A specific aspect of this analysis is matching of the fields at the dielectric interface in the slot. (
In the second region, laterally bound, the integral taken over the finite interval b defines the Fourier transform 
where γ 1,2 are separation constants in the 1st and 2nd area.
In the 1st region we have two and in the 2nd region four unknown integration constants. To determine them, the boundary conditions are imposed at the tangential components of the electric and magnetic field on the plane y=h and transformed to the spectral domain. The fields are expressed in terms of the Fourier integral, by analogy with (1) and (2), taken in the boundless and bound intervals in the 1st and 2nd region, respectively. Consequently, the relation between these Fourier transforms mediated by the so called finite function are [3] ( ) ( ) ( )
where the sample function and the basis functions e xi , e zj for even and odd modes are cos and sin functions modified by the rapidly growing term accounting for the field at the slot edges [3] . They hold for |x|≤w/2, and outside this interval they are zero. Successive substitution of (12) into (11) and further into (6)-(9) results in a set of equations relating unknown current densities If needed, the characteristic impedance can be calculated according to the power-voltage definition. The voltage across the slot is computed in the space domain, while the transmitted power is calculated more easily in the spectral domain, provided that Parseval's theorem is used. The definition of the characteristic impedance is not applicable to odd modes since the voltage across the slot is zero.
III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The complex propagation constant on a transmission line with a slot in the wider wall of an air-filled waveguide with TM 11 excitation was measured and calculated in [1] . It was also calculated by a transverse resonant procedure employing a transverse equivalent network and the perturbation solution of the resonance equation [2] . A code for computing the complex propagation constant by the method presented in this paper has been written and tested. Comparisons of data from [1] and [2] with our own data for the squared slotted waveguide are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 where h=b. The agreement is acceptable. We therefore conclude that the code is correct and reliable. The field distribution inside the waveguide influences the field in the space and correspondingly changes the propagation constant. For a wide slot the dispersion characteristics of the 2nd and 3rd mode, and also of the 4th and 5th mode, become separated. The narrower the slot-width, the closer together are the frequencies at which β and α approach zero. This effect is shown in Fig. 5 , where the influence of the ε r2 permittivity in comparison to Fig. 4 is also documented. Greater substrate permittivity shifts the characteristics to lower frequencies. Note that the space leaky mode converts into a bound mode when β=k 0 . Now let us note the even modes on the completely shielded conductor-backed slotline. The normalized dispersion characteristics of the first two modes are plotted in Fig. 6 . The conversion of the space leaky mode into the bound mode setting up at the frequency when the phase constant crosses one is again evident. The space leaky mode propagates below this frequency, while the bound mode propagates above it. It turned out that when ε r1 =ε r2 the odd and even bound modes cannot propagate, only space leaky modes are allowed.
However, when ε r2 >ε r1 the space leaky modes convert at higher frequencies into the bound modes, as is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Owing to lack of space, the transversal component E T (x,y) of the space leaky modes is not here given. This paper has presented an analysis of a waveguide with a longitudinal slot cut in the middle of the wider wall, extended laterally to infinity. The analysis used the method of moments in the spectral domain. The crucial point was the formulation of the boundary conditions in the spectral domain on the plane separating the boundless half-space and the bound volume of the substrate. In other words, this involved matching the Fourier integral and Fourier series in the space domain. In the end, the standard Galerkin method and the complex root searching technique were applied.
Two groups of modes, odd and even, related to the odd and even symmetry of the transversal component of the electric field in the slot, were identified and can propagate on the line. Odd space leaky modes are accessible in the flat slotted waveguide. Their series is related to the series of modes existing in the rectangular waveguide perturbed by the slot. The growth of the slot-width separates their propagation constants from each other. The permittivity of the substrate moves the dispersion characteristics towards lower frequencies. Space odd modes are perturbed waveguide modes, while space even modes are perturbed slot-type modes. When the permittivity of the substrate in the waveguide is greater than permittivity outside, the space leaky modes convert into the bound modes. The conversion occurs when β crosses k 0 . A dielectric slab covering the upper surface of the line narrows the frequency band of the space leakage, allows propagation of the bound mode and permits leakage into that slab above the spectral gap. This work, motivated by an investigation of the space leaky modes on a conductor-backed slotline with a finite substrate width, is an alternative analysis of the slotted rectangular waveguide. It gives a better understanding of the guided wave phenomenon, clarifies its physical background and provides subsequent practical applications. It does not impose any restriction on the line proportions.
